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EINSTEIN by Torben Kuhlmann bends time
and imagination
EINSTEIN—the fourth book in Kuhlmann's Mouse Adventure series, which has
sold over one million copies worldwide—is NorthSouth Books' biggest release
in over a decade. On sale September 7.
New York, June 24, 2021— What if Albert Einstein’s famous theories first came into
being through an encounter with a little mouse?
NorthSouth is excited to announce a book that will send a time-traveling mouse to the
patent office of a certain Albert Einstein. Torben Kuhlmann’s beautiful illustrations will
send you back in time as well.
Though the book is fiction, it includes extensive information on Albert Einstein and the
theory of relativity in the backmatter.
"Anothermilestoneinhuman-mousecollaboration,virtuosicofvisualsandtonguein
cheekoftone."—Starred,KirkusReviews
The book launch will include a virtual author event with the Reader Meets Writer series
involving 120 bookstores that are members of the Southern Independent Booksellers
Association and the New Atlantic Independent Bookseller Association.
In addition, the book has its own dedicated website featuring a beautiful book trailer,
our teacher’s guide (aimed at the 2nd to 5th grade level) as well as a dossier that
includes an interview with Torben Kuhlmann and showcases some beautiful spreads
from the book.
Please let us know if you would like to receive a review copy.

Torben Kuhlmann, born in Germany in 1982, studied
illustration and design at the Hamburg University for Applied
Sciences. He is the creator of three other books in the Mouse
Adventures series: Lindbergh–The Tale of a Flying Mouse,
Armstrong–The Adventurous Journey of a Mouse to the Moon,
and Edison–The Mystery of the Missing Mouse Treasure, a
2019 Batchelder Honor title.
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EINSTEIN –The Fantastic Journey of a Mouse Through Space and Time
by Torben Kuhlmann
$ 22.00 USD / $ 30.00 CAN; 8.5" x 11", 128 pages; ages 8 to 12 ISBN:
978-0-7358-4444-5; On Sale: 7 September 2021
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NorthSouth Books is is known for successfully publishing high-quality children’s picture books created by authors and
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